Gulfstream

G650ER

LEADING WITH EXCELLENCE
Discover promise in every journey.
LEAD WITH CONFIDENCE

Vision, determination—sometimes sheer will—these are the traits that drive success. Leadership creates an unwavering standard for excellence, and through that, the once unimaginable is achieved.

With world-class range and speed, the Gulfstream G650ER has redefined air travel and is rewriting what can be accomplished across time and distance.

ALL OTHERS FOLLOW
NEVER STOP EXCELLING

PASSION DRIVES SUCCESS

No other business aircraft flies farther faster than the G650ER; its sleek, sculpted wing provides a smoother flight for up to 7,500 nautical miles/13,890 kilometers.

Inside, its spacious cabin offers a quiet retreat perfect for business productivity or shutting out the world completely—whichever you choose.
Freedom to design your space, enhanced by our master craftsmanship, creates an exceptional cabin experience.

High-speed data streaming and video conferencing capabilities provide fastest connectivity in a 19-passenger cabin that’s quiet, bright and spacious. Deep, wide seats, the ability to sleep 10 and a full-service galley cater to every need.
Sleek, pristine wings allow the G650ER to fly like no other business jet ever has. An advanced design changes how the wings interact with the surrounding air, significantly reducing drag and increasing speed and range.

On the flight deck, onboard computers work with the pilot or on full automatic to monitor flight and provide small, measured adjustments to create seamless, comfortable flight.
Flexible cabin design and the freedom to customize offers you the ability to create your most restful and productive environment—whether it’s the need for a private stateroom, a large conference space or individual work areas.

100 percent fresh air is replenished throughout the quietest cabin in business aviation. With the G650ER’s low cabin altitude, travelers are comfortable en route and refreshed on arrival.

Sixteen Gulfstream oval windows—the largest in the aviation industry—offer stunning views outside, infuse the cabin with natural light and create a refreshing environment.

The G650ER features PlaneConnect Health and Trend Monitoring—the smartest predictive diagnostics system in business aviation. How smart? It can self-diagnose and send alerts to your technicians, ensuring that preventative maintenance is scheduled on time for optimum performance.

State-of-the-art vision systems help pilots see better and respond faster to changing flight conditions. Gulfstream was first in the industry to offer enhanced and synthetic vision systems, both standard features on the G650ER.

With maintenance facilities around the world, Field and Airborne Support Teams (FAST) and personalized customer service, operators never fly beyond the reach of Gulfstream Customer Support.

100 percent fresh air is replenished throughout the quietest cabin in business aviation. With the G650ER’s low cabin altitude, travelers are comfortable en route and refreshed on arrival.

Sixteen Gulfstream oval windows—the largest in the aviation industry—offer stunning views outside, infuse the cabin with natural light and create a refreshing environment.
REACH THE HIGHEST ALTITUDE

A maximum cruise altitude of 51,000 feet (15,545 meters) elevates the G650ER into calmer air and above most air traffic. Paired with our industry-leading cabin altitude and 100 percent fresh air, you always arrive at your best.

SOARING SMOOTHLY
CAPTURE EVERY ADVANTAGE

EXPERIENCE UNRIVALED PERFORMANCE

The G650ER has proven itself as the fastest ultralong-range aircraft in business aviation. One world speed record after another, it is setting a new pace for flight.

Leverage every asset at your disposal with Gulfstream.
How we serve you is just as important as how your aircraft performs.
By striving to delight you with every interaction, we deliver a memorable experience that enriches your journey.